
 
March 24, 2021 

Evan Greenberg 

CEO, Chubb 

Bärengasse 32 

Zürich, Switzerland CH-8001 
 

Dear Mr. Greenberg: 

We write you regarding your underwriting and investment policies pertaining to coal and other 

carbon-intensive projects such as oil and gas production from tar sands and in the Arctic and 

Amazon. 

As the leader of a major insurance company, you know the significant financial and economic 

risks climate change poses to both underwriting and investment.  Economists, central bankers, 

financial regulators, asset managers, investors, insurance analysts, credit rating analysts, 

investment bankers, real estate professionals, and scientists have produced an enormous trove of 

research suggesting that climate change and the failure to plan for an orderly transition to a low-

carbon economy are capable of producing staggering economic losses.  These losses relate to the 

physical risk of damages caused by climate change or the transition risk of stranded fossil fuel 

assets as the economy transitions to low-carbon sources of energy. 

It goes without saying that the physical risks of climate change pose a serious threat to insurers, 

both on your assets side and on your claims side. There is ample data that rising sea levels and 

increased storm intensity and activity will do substantial damage to coastal property values.  

These warnings have come from a variety of experts, including Freddie Mac,1 the industry 

publication Risk & Insurance,2 and the Union of Concerned Scientists.3   

In addition to sea level rise and coastal storms, more frequent and intense wildfires, riverine 

floods, droughts, and heatwaves will also result in very large losses, much of them insured.  

Indeed, the management consultancy McKinsey warns of massive physical risks that will 

increase “nonlinearly” as the earth continues to warm.4 

Transition risk is also significant for insurers that hold large stakes in fossil fuel assets.  One 

economic paper reports “economic literature combined with industry practices suggest the 

presence of persistent market inefficiencies for fossil fuel reserves, so these assets are likely to be 
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stranded and mispriced, i.e. a carbon bubble exists ....”5  Another finds “the magnitude of ... 

stranded assets of fossil fuel companies (in a 2 degrees C economy) has been estimated to be 

around 82% of global coal reserves, 49% of global gas reserves, and 33% of global oil 

reserves.”6  The market value of fossil fuel reserves that cannot be burned is “around $20 

trillion,” according to the World Bank.7  A study done by the European think tank CEPS predicts 

that “fossil fuel companies altogether would see their market value fall by half.”8   

Central banks are also increasingly concerned about transition risk.  The Bank of England has 

warned, “investments in fossil fuels and related technologies . . . may take a huge hit.”9  The 

Bank for International Settlements also warned of stranded fossil fuel assets in its recent report 

on climate-related economic risks.10  And a report from 34 central bank presidents warned that 

“estimates of losses […] are large and range from $1 trillion to $4 trillion when considering the 

energy sector alone, or up to $20 trillion when looking at the economy more broadly.”11   

Concern over the risk that stranded fossil fuel assets pose to insurers is not merely academic.  A 

stress test of European financial institutions revealed that some were over-exposed to fossil fuel 

assets and could be at risk should these assets plunge in value.12  Indeed, the Bank of England 

has become so concerned about systemic risk associated with stranded fossil fuel assets that it 

ordered the life insurers it regulates to perform stress tests including a stranded fossil fuel asset 

scenario.13 

American regulators are also beginning to signal they take climate-related financial risks 

seriously.  Federal Reserve Bank Governor Lael Brainard warned of climate-related shifts in 

asset values and “abrupt tipping points and significant swings in sentiment” in the Fed’s most 

recent biannual financial stability report.14   
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In response to these risks, an increasing number of your competitors have stopped underwriting 

coal and other fossil fuel projects and/or restricted their investments in coal and certain dirty and 

environmentally damaging oil and gas projects such as tar sands.15 

In order to better understand your fossil fuel underwriting and investment policies, we are 

requesting that you answer the following questions by April 16, 2021. 

1. Have you studied how your company’s annual claims and premiums will evolve as 

climate-related losses burgeon over the coming decades?  Which climate scenarios have 

you studied? 

2. Have you conducted a stress test of your company’s exposure to fossil fuel assets?  

Which scenarios have you used?  What did any stress tests reveal about your company’s 

exposure to fossil fuel assets? 

3. How are your company’s fossil fuel underwriting and investment policies consistent with 

your broader commitments to sustainability? 

We greatly appreciate your attention to this matter.  Should you have any questions, please do 

not hesitate to contact Dan Dudis at Dan_Dudis@whitehouse.senate.gov. 

Sincerely, 

 

     ____________________________                      ____________________________ 

     Sheldon Whitehouse               Jeffrey A. Merkley 

     United States Senator    United States Senator 

 

           

     ____________________________                      ____________________________ 

     Elizabeth Warren                Chris Van Hollen 

     United States Senator    United States Senator 
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